INFORMATION BROCHURE
GREEN CHILDRENS’ DAY CARE

info@kdvhetspeelbos.nl
077 205 8304

The mission of Huisje Boompje Beestje day nursery to offer
safe care in a homely atmosphere (huisje (home)
and in a green natural environment (tree (garden)
surrounded by animals (beestje (pet).
We have chosen in particular a duck.
Huisje Boompje Beestje day nursery is the odd one out
as we set ourselves apart with:

flexible
separate baby group
extensive green
environment

small-scale
healthy day-care
ample opening
hours
young and old
vegetable garden
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1. Welcome to Huisje Boompje Beestje day nursery
Huisje Boompje Beestje is a children's day care facility founded in September 2010 as a private
initiative. We offer our day care facilities to children in the age range of 0-4 year old, at location
‘Het Speelbos’ at Schaapsdijkweg 56 in Venlo.
Huisje Boompje Beestje day care facility, centres on the well-being, fun and safety of the children.
We highly value quality and safety and in order to guarantee this we have a pedagogical policy plan,
procedures and house rules.
Huisje Boompje Beestje also thinks it’s important that children develop as individuals, but also within
a group.
Aligning to the development of young children is an important starting point. The activities offered
are organised based on various subjects, themes and the development need of children.
The pedagogical staff members play a key role in guiding the development of the children and the
additional challenge is stimulating the children when playing outside and offering green children's
day care.
Within the pedagogical framework we employ pedagogical tools that provide for the basic needs of
children. Pedagogical staff members use these tools not only to achieve their pedagogical goals, but
certainly also to provide what children need. This contributes substantially to a safe and trusted
pedagogical climate.
By combining indoor activities, nature education and discovering the outdoors, the children can get a
grip on the surrounding world in an environment where they feel safe.
However, for some toddlers such a stimulating environment is less evident, and there is a risk of a
backlog, for example in language, behaviour or the need for social emotional support.
At Huisje Boompje Beestje day care facility, we observe the children for long periods and at various
times of the day via our own child-tracking system.
Huisje Boompje Beestje has the responsibility to share our findings with parents.
We then look together at what is required to create the right stimulating environment for a child.
Our main goal is monitoring the development process of the child in an ongoing line to primary
school.
To this end it is necessary to further elaborate the four pedagogical basic goals of Riksen Walraven in
the pedagogical policy plan, linking it to the six interaction skills.
All of this put together constitutes the basics for the pedagogical climate at Huisje Boompje Beestje
day care facility.
At Huisje Boompje Beestje day care facility, we want to share with you our ‘green’ vision on nature
and we cordially invite you to join in on an adventure with us.
You are (probably) going to use children's day care facilities at Huisje Boompje Beestje. With this
booklet we would like to inform you on both practical and organizational matters at our day nursery.
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a. Goal
Providing professional services that guarantee the social, cultural and social position of 0-4 year old
children and parents/carers and offer support in further development.
b. Vision
• Vision
At Huisje Boompje Beestje day care we stimulate interacting with each other, respecting
each others differences and we care for the children on an individual level.
• Pedagogical vision
Huisje Boompje Beestje day care offers children a safe place where they can develop in a
pedagogically responsible manner.
• Characteristic of the vision
At Huisje Boompje Beestje day care, the focus is at all times on the child. Huisje Boompje
Beestje day care differentiates itself by the pedagogical quality. Quality provided by expert
staff provided to the clients: children and parents.
c. Mission
Our primary points of departure are:
• Client-focused children's day care is more than just children's day care facilities; it means
considering diversity and our multi-cultural society, in the form of standards and values.
• The child as focal point; the children are the basis of our work.
• Professionalism; such as in attitude, behaviour and actions.
• Respect; for the children's autonomy and respect for each other.
• Norms and values
• Parents are our clients; Huisje Boompje Beestje day care collaborates with the parents on the
development of the children.
The professionalism is further expressed in the following principles:
• Quality
• Trust
• Self-confidence
• Market-focused
• Transparent
At Huisje Boompje Beestje high-quality service means: The pedagogical staff puts quality into
practice; we do what we say and say what we do.
Service is good and we aim to be excellent; being alert to opportunities, customized care, flexibility,
combining social knowledge with business aspects.
We show how we provide our services and hoe we ensure that the organization continues to be a
healthy business.
Pedagogical staff members
Each group is supervised by pedagogical staff who have followed a professional training, at least at
senior secondary vocational education level (MBO). They are responsible for supervising the children
in their main group. There are trained company emergency response team members at our location,
who are also trained in emergency response for children.
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If group leaders are absent or on sick leave we have qualified substitute pedagogical staff. We do our
best to have the same substitute staff working on the same groups, so the children are already
familiarized with them. All staff members are informed of our pedagogical vision and are working
according to the work instructions. The pedagogical policy officer/coach commit to strengthening the
pedagogical approach van the staff by coaching them during their work and by knowledge transfer.
Interns
Interns are trained at our day nursery. After the intern has sufficiently shown he/she can do the task
safely and professionally, they can work independently. That way, the student/intern learns during
the learning process to be more independent, exactly attuned to his/her capacities and growth.
When carrying out specific tasks such as bringing them to bed, changing and preparing bottle
formula, there is always a pedagogical staff member who can be asked for help.
Quality and National Childcare Register (LRK)
Children day care facilities need to comply with legal quality requirements, a.o. with regard to safety
and health, pedagogical policy and the group size and group leader ratio. This is checked by Regional
Health Service Noord Nederland by order of the Venlo municipal authority. Based on the inspection
report, the municipal authority decides if a location can be included in the National Childcare
Register. Established locations are annually inspected. The reports are available on the website. You
need the LRK registration number when applying for he childcare allowance. They are listed at the
location on the 2nd page of this booklet.
LRK:
929609487
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2. Childcare from start to finish
Registration and introduction
In order to get acquainted, you can make an appointment without any obligation. We can give you a
tour and discuss the procedure to follow. You can register digitally via the form on our website.
Policy for getting accustomed
Getting children accustomed to the child care is an important point of attention. If a child has been
able to get properly accustomed, the stay in the group will be positive. Young children also need to
get used to the fact that their parents are absent during (a part of) the day. Not only the children
need to get accustomed, it is also the parents who need to be given this opportunity. It is important
that parents start trusting in the childcare facility and the pedagogical staff members.
Accustomization already starts at the introductory meeting. Parents have the opportunity and time
to ask questions and after the meeting, they have a guided tour in the group.
Due to Covid-19, there are currently a number of changes in the policy, i.e.
• No tours during opening hours.
• Hand-overs take place in the hall with one parent (observing the set rules).
• The accustomization days are planned two weeks prior via email.
The following points that are discussed during the introductory meeting:
• The routine in the group will be explained and the parents (and possibly the child) can also
experience it in practice. Opportunity is given to meet the pedagogical staff members and
ask questions, which is the first basis for building a relationship of trust.
• After this, the accustomization moments will be agreed. We aim to have accustomization
take place before the start date, on the agreed placement days. This accustomization will,
after consultation with the parents, take place during 1 or 2 half days.
• The parent and the child usually arrive around 9.00 o’clock. At this time, the most other
children have already been brought and there are no other parents, so there is a calmer
environment. Around 9.30 the child can participate in the fruit eating moment and in
consultation with the parents it is decided if the child will spend the night some time during
the accustomization moment.
• After approx. 15 hours, the pedagogical staff member will call the parent(s) to say how things
are going and at collection, ample time is taken for the transfer and for both parties to
exchange experiences.
• After approx. 3 months at the day care facility, the parents get an evaluation form and the
pedagogical staff members can schedule an evaluation meeting with parents regarding the
progress.
• The accustomization between the various main groups occurs almost automatically. Babies
start with us in the baby group and will slowly evolve to the toddler group.
• Due to the children participating in activities, the small-scale and intimate character of our
children's day care facility, no special additional accustomization moments are required.
• Following a balanced programme with fixed routines, predictability and structure make the
progress for the children and the parents an automatic process. All this has been extensively
described in our ‘accustomization protocol’
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Mentor and monitoring the child's well-being and development
One of the group's permanent pedagogical staff members will be the mentor of your child. She is
the contact for the parents and the person monitoring and recording your child's development and
well-being.
Observations
Once a year, based on the observation method, a snapshot of the
development is made. Parents are invited to discuss the findings and compare them with their own
experiences. A result of the discussion may be that agreements are made
for a more focussed interaction with the child regarding certain aspects that emerged from the
observations. A follow-up agreement can be made if necessary.
Handover at the primary school unless …
For your child's 4th birthday, the mentor makes a report on his/her development and well-being, and
the content is discussed with the parents. This report is offered to school by the mentor, unless
parents object to that.
Group size and group composition
We have room for 2 main groups, allowing us ample possibility to place children who come at flexible
times. Our starting point is however the horizontal division; this means that, in practice, we work
with 2 horizontal groups. This creates more peace and calm and is a challenge for the children in both
groups. Placing the children in their own age category, allows for a better alignment with your child's
specific needs and a more development-focused approach is possible.
In our nursery we have the following groups;
Baby group; ‘De Uiltjes’ (0 - to approx. 1.5 year) à group size maximum of 16 children.
Toddler group; ‘De Hertjes’ (approx. 1.5 to 4 years) à group size maximum of 16 children.
The rules regarding the staffing of the children's day care facility are strictly observed, i.e.:
Primary child minder-child ratio
0 – 12 months
12 – 24 months
24 – 36 months
36 – 48 months

3 children per staff member
5 children per staff member
8 children per staff member
8 children per staff member

3 hour rule: Per day, we are allowed to deviate for a maximum of 3 hours (not continuous) from this
childminders-child ratio. The fixed times have been included in our pedagogical policy plan.
Opening hours
Huisje Boompje Beestje day care facility is open Mondays to Fridays from 06.30-18.30 hours,
(on Friday afternoon from 12.00, our office is closed) with the exemption of some customary
holi(days) and the period between Christmas and New Year 2022.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Year's day 1 January
Carnival Monday 28 February and Tuesday 1 March
Easter Monday 18 April
King’s Day 27 April
Liberation Day 5 May (rule set by the government)
Ascension Day 26 May
Whit Monday 6 June
Christmas 24 December open until 17.00 hours

The closing days are also available on our website.
Contract options
You have the possibility to close a fixed or a flexible contract.
If these times are not suitable for you, you may also purchase facility services at other times.
Fixed contract with flexibility:
You buy from us fixed days and hours, however, you do not need to buy half days from us, but only
the hours you wish, which will be laid down in your contract.
With as a rule a minimum of 5 hours per day and 10 hours per week.
For the fixed contracts you have the choice between a 52 or a 40-week contract.
- 52-week fixed contract; hourly rate is € 8,99
- 40 weeks, fixed, whole day contract; hourly rate of € 9,95 (following school holiday South
Region)
- 40 weeks, fixed, half day contract; hourly rate of € 10,25
For a 40-week contract, the day care applies for the 40 school weeks of the children. The
12 weeks in which you do not bring your child, are linked to the holiday weeks of South Region,
as established by the Ministry.
Flexible contract:
You have a contract for a definite number of hours per week with us.
With as a rule a minimum of 6 hours per day and 12 hours per week.
You can freely schedule these, provided the (twee week) schedule is forwarded in time prior to the
day care, and group composition and planning allow it.
You only have the choice of a 52-week contract for this.
- 52 weeks flexible; hourly rate of € 9,94
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Occasional day care
In case you need one or more hour(s) or an extra day of child care.
If you occasionally need a (half) day or hours outside your days or hours laid down in a contract,
you can use incidental day care.
We will review for each request if placement is possible based on the
group composition and staffing.
- Occasional day care; hourly rate of € 10,04 per hour
Switching days and/or hours is unfortunately not possible.
Other information on the contracts
Baby-rate (baby 0-12 months): €0,30 on top of hourly rate.
The contract runs until the day prior to the child's fourth birthday.
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3. A day at the day nursery
Day schedule

Opening
Breakfast
Free play or joint activity
Washing hands, eating fruit, drinking water, talking and singing songs
The bigger children go to the toilet and the small ones are changed. After that, we usually go outside or do
other activities such as crafts, reading, singing songs, circle games and such.
Clearing up together, washing hands, eating sandwiches and drinking milk and/or water
Changing and toilet, children who take naps are brought to bed.
Activities for children who no longer take naps, such as playing outside or another creative activity.
Children get out of bed (changing and toilet).
Washing hands, reading together at the table and/or singing songs with a green snack and drinking water.
Washing hands and hot meal for children whose parents have asked this.
Free play
Closing time
For infants and young toddlers, we adapt our day schedule to their sleeping and eating habits.
The above day schedule is general; the children can do crafts, colouring, clay, cutting, pasting etc all day.
We do not oblige the children to participate in the activities, but we do stimulate them. The children
keep arriving all day long. A child minder will welcome the newly arrived child.
The other childminders and interns will then look after the group. From the moment it arrives, the new
child simply joins in. This way, structure and regularity is guaranteed in the children's day.
Breastfeeding
Breastfeeding milk needs to be brought cooled to the day nursery and provided with a name tag.
Immediately after arrival, breastfeeding milk is put in the day nursery's refrigerator. Breastmilk can
also be provided frozen, also with a name and date tag. We follow the Municipal Health Service
guideline for hygiene and safety for this.
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Important for you to know
- At the ‘Hertjes’group, the first feed/breakfast needs to have been given at home if the child is
brought after 08.00 am.
- Children who come in the afternoon (or later in the morning) can have a sandwich for lunch if
they are present before noon.
- Children who are staying longer than 17.30 hours can have a hot meal with us (they need to
bring this themselves, frozen out of the freezer).
- It is important that your child is brought to the day care washed and with a clean nappy.
-

-

-

If your child needs medication at our facility, we can provide this under the following conditions:
• It is clear what is wrong with the child;
• The medication has been taken at home before, so adverse effects, if any, are known;
• A medical statement needs to be completed;
• The medication needs to be brought in original packaging, stating name and medication leaflet.
Fever-reducing medication is excluded.
For children up to 1 year old, a booklet will be kept.
Dress the child in comfortable, durable clothes in which the child can move freely. Please provide
an extra set of clothing. It is good if your child, after a mishap, can put on his/her own clean
clothes. We are not liable if clothes get damaged or become lost.
When parents are present at the day nursery, they are responsible themselves for their child.
Personal items, coats, bags, pacifiers, cuddly toys and such of the child need to be name-tagged.
Deregister your child in time if he/she will not come to the day nursery.

Playing safely
In our day care, we make an annual inventory of the risks in the field of safety, hygiene and health.
We check for example if the furniture and the play material are still in good shape, if the protective
profiles are still on the doors and whether the doors close properly.
We draw up an annual plan of approach with actions we take in order to increase safety. An accident
can still happen however. We register (near) accidents and dangerous situations in order to learn
from them.
Safety and health policy plan
In our safety and health policy plan risks are mapped regarding the children's safety and health.
Based on the circulation slips, goals, measures and an evaluation plan are drawn up. You can review
the safety and health policy plan on location.
Saying good-bye
When bringing and collecting, it is advisable that you take some time for your child. Saying good-bye
clearly makes the child feel confident that (s)he will be picked up again. For children who have
difficulty saying good-bye, it is better to keep good-byes as short as possible.
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Interim information via:
- Contact during drop-off and pick-up moments (so-called hand-overs);
- Newsletter (monthly)
- Info board (whiteboard) in the hall and notice on the front door;
- Written notifications;
- Website: www.kinderdagverblijfhuisjeboompjebeestje.nl
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4. Safety and health
Illness
An ill child needs more attention of the pedagogical staff than a healthy child. (S)he may cry a lot and
be inconsolable when feeling unwell. This additional load cannot always be borne within the group.
Both the sick child and the other children deserve the attention they need at that moment. It may
then be desirable that the child does not come to the day care facility. This situation may for example
occur when:
* the child runs a fever of 38º or more;
* the child suffers from a contagious disease;
* the child is listless, cries a lot and clearly does not feel at ease
* the child suffers from diarrhea and/or vomiting. If your child becomes ill at our facility, we will ask
the parents or carers to come and pick him/her up. (In case of diarrhea, we will ask the parents to
pick up the child after 3 loose stools nappies).
COVID-19
We observe the rules of the RIVM ( National Institute for Public Health and the Environment) and
keep parent(s)/carer(s) informed via email.
Birthdays
If its your child’s birthday, we will have a party together with him/her.
Parents are asked in advance when they wish to celebrate their child's birthday. There will be no
treats.
Children can also make a drawing for papa/mama's, grandfather/grandmother's birthday and on
special occasions.
Please let us know in time, and we will make something nice with your child.
Important for us to know
We would like to be informed when:
- Your child has an allergy or is hypersensitive to something (see allergy form);
- Your child feels ill or unwell;
- Your child needs medication during his/her stay at the nursery;
- Your child has had a bad night;
- Whether your child has been vaccinated (extra form)
- Your child has been vaccinated and (s)he may develop a fever;
- There are changes in the family;
- There are other important things that may cause your child to function differently.
- Your child is picked up by someone else.
- There are also other parties involved in your child's development
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5. Things you need to know
Privacy
We carefully handle information recorded on your child. We do not provide information to third
parties without permission of the parents/carers. We make photo's in our day nursery at various
(festive) occasions. You can view them on our website or via the newsletter. If you do not wish your
child to be photographed, you can indicate this on the relevant statement.
Protocols
At Huisje Boompje Beestje day nursery we work according to various procedures and protocols. (For
ex. regarding accustomization, suspected child abuse, course of action with sick children or in case of
extreme heat, but also regarding safety and hygiene).
Contact with parent(s) /carer(s)
As our pedagogical staff members have a shared responsibility in bringing up your child, contact and
consultation with parent(s) /carer(s) is very important and a precondition for offering high-quality
children's day care.
If it appears or becomes clear that your child needs special care or attention, we carefully review
with the parents how we can offer this.
Should we be unable to do this, then you are referred to external organizations.
Complaints
Should you despite everything have complaints about our day care facility, of whatever nature,
please let us know. We will then try and find a solution. Should the settlement not be satisfactory,
your complaint can be filed with our parent committee using our complaint form. The complaint will
then be processed according to our internal complaints procedure. We are also affiliated with the
Disputes Committee for Childcare.
(www.degeschillencommissie.nl)
Parents’ Committee
Huisje Boompje Beestje day care has a Parents’ Committee.
In addition, we have a parent routine in which:
parents are informed in time (in previously mentioned ways, a.o. newsletter ) of intended changes;
That way, parents are given the opportunity to contribute ideas towards the course of procedures in
the day care facility;
- Parents are given a say / can help with activities / organization of holidays and such;
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6. Checklist and house rules
Things to bring along

Spare set of clothes
Depending on the season coat, scarf, mittens,
sun hat or cap, as we take the children outside
every day.
Daily or periodically
- Cuddly toy
- Pacifier
- Sleeping bag

Just for the babies

A clean bottle and pacifier (undamaged)
Baby food + 1 extra feed, if applicable
Breastmilk (frozen) + extra feed, if applicable

Inform the pedagogical staff member:
- If the child is picked up sooner.
- At drop-off, if the child does not feel well.
- If another person picks up my child.
- Changes in eating and sleeping patterns.
- Changes in address and/or telephone numbers and email address
You can think of:
- Clothes, coat and bag tagged with your child's name.
- At pick-up: take with you dirty (spare) set of clothes, craft work, letters and the empty bottle
and pacifier.
- Read the information on the door or notice board.
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House rules
In order to make the childrens’ stay in our day nursery as pleasant and safe as possible, we ask you to
observe below rules.
Drop-off/pick-up

In order to get in, you ring the bell at the gate and wait for us
to have opened it.
Are you coming later or is your child not coming? Please call
before 9 then.
Can you not be in time to pick up your child? Arrange for a
replacement.
Is someone else picking up your child? We then want to have a
clear
description of that person, so we are certain we put your child
in trusted
hands. à for this we have our photo card
At pick-up, say good-bye to the pedagogical staff member
together with your child,
so she knows that you have gone home together.
Does your child have a fever (38 or more), does (s)he look ill or
does (s)he demand much more attention
than usual? In that case, we call you and ask at what time you
can pick him/her up.

Safety

If you have a dog with you, leave it outside at the gate.
Smoking is not permitted on our premises.
Please make sure you close the door PROPERLY when leaving.
You inform the pedagogical staff member where you can be
reached.

Immediately indicate changes

You immediately inform the pedagogical staff member of
changes in your child's habits and of changes in your contact
details (address, telephone, doctor).

Other

Please read the information/notifications on the door or
notification board.
Regularly empty your child's tray.
The group leaders are not responsible for theft and/or loss of
toys or other personal belongings that were brought along.
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